AST week THE TECH published the main facts concerning the proposed establishment of a "Varsity" baseball team. Before the active steps are taken toward this end THE TECH believes that the question should be weighed carefully from every possible point of view, and that the decision as to whether there shall be a team or not, be left to persons acquainted with the ups and downs of our athletics.

The main points, we think, to be considered are these: Is it possible for Technology to turn out a team that might successfully compete with colleges such as Amherst, Williams or Dartmouth, belonging to the Intercollegiate Athletic Association, of which Tech is a member? Could a schedule of perhaps seven games be carried out with no loss financially? Would a baseball team take away good material from Tech's present athletic mainstay, her track team, and would it, by a spring subscription list lessen the financial aid which would otherwise be given to the track team? If a team could be started which would make a reputable showing, and in no way interfere with the efficiency of the track team, well and good, if not, the matter should be dropped.

T will be noticed on another page of this issue that the Institute Committee is considering the substitution of some other event for the cane rush. This action is the result of the general expression of the sentiment by the students that the rush be abolished, as well as resulting from the letter of suggestion from President Pritchett. Many proposals for the new event are heard, among them being a great tug-of-war. The matter is of much moment and should be most carefully considered before it is decided in just what way the supremacy of classes is to be decided in the future.